PROJECT OLYMPUS
- Prof. Lenore Blum, CSD (SCS), Founding Director, Project Olympus; Faculty Director, Swartz Center

A FOCUS on UNIVERSITY RESEARCH
- Prof. Manuela Veloso, Herbert Simon University Professor; Head, Machine Learning Department (SCS)
  "CMU AI: Shaping the Future"
- Prof. Carmel Majidi, Mech E (CIT)
  "Soft Machines: Multifunctional Materials for Soft Robots and Other Human Friendly Uses"

A FOCUS on SPIN-Offs
- Prof. Priya Narasimhan, ECE (CIT); CEO/Founder YinzCam Inc.
  "Data and the Sports Fan"
- Luis von Ahn, PhD CS ’05 (SCS); Consulting Prof, CSD (SCS); CEO/co-Founder, Duolingo
  "AI for Language Learning"
- Hahna Alexander, BS ’12, MS ’13, Mech E (CIT); CEO/co-Founder, SolePower, LLC
  "Human Machine Interaction"

A FOCUS on START-UPS and INNOVATIONS: Meet the Students
- Kit Needham, Olympus Director/Entrepreneur-in-Residence, introduces Olympus Student PROBE projects/exits and the Spark Grant Fund:

OLYMPUS CONNECTS
- Josh Baer, CS’99 (SCS); Founder/Exec Director, Capital Factory, Austin, TX
  "Investing in Artificial Intelligence"

Registration & Directions:
www.cmu.edu/olympus/events/show-tell

Project Olympus thanks K&L GATES for its generous support of the Show&Tells